
Call For invitation and Announcement  

 

With the aim of creating opportunities for strong economic and trade 

cooperation and partnership, the first international conference and 

specialized exhibition of economic cooperation of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (ECO) and Iran's neighbors entitled "Iran 

Scocoex" will be held from 19rd  to 22th of October 2022 in Tehran.  

"Iran Scocoex" is a multi-purposed event hosted by 26 countries to 

strengthen and boost bilateral and multilateral pathways and strengthen 

mutual trade and economic cooperation between member states, 

observers and dialogue partners of the Shanghai Organization and the 

ECO and Iran's neighbors and is going to be held in the Summit Hall and 

the International Exhibition Center in Aftab, Tehran. 

This international event  is going to be held in Tehran in order to create 

a new platform and unique opportunities for cooperation in the project 

of building a strong economic relationship, active participation for 

actualizing “ A belt, a road, energy club, interbank consortium and using 

the best of the potentials and trade and economic capacities of these 

countries. 

Iran Scocoex opens a new horizon in relations and boosts regional 

cooperation so that countries can use the economic potential of this 

huge market in the field of export development, attract foreign 

investment, supply of raw materials and technology to modernize 

industries and expand the activities of centers and Knowledge-based 

companies to benefit from job creation and currency exchange. 

 

At the Iran Scocoex conference, solutions to strengthen and expand 

economic relations, seek or create the necessary tools to remove 



production barriers, upgrade technology, import raw materials required 

for production and laying the groundwork for large investors in upstream 

industries, as challenges facing governments and business leaders and 

the companies are going to be considered, reviewed and exchanged and 

discussed. 

This event can be deemed as a window for expanding countries' 

interactions. And one of the predictable results in this event is the 

change or alternation of potentials or capacities into reality in order to 

improve the current situation. 

This event is the first practical step for leaders, owners and key economic 

actors and decision makers in the field of industrial and commercial 

businesses to expand economic, commercial and trade goals and 

programs in a wide range of regional geographies with the presence of 

trade delegations from 26 member states of the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (SCO), ECO Economic Organization and Iran's neighbors are 

expected to host more than 20,000 visitors in Iran. 

The event, which is reckoned as a multifaceted opportunity to boost 

relations and strengthen the ways of cooperation between Eco-

economic and economic diplomacy with Shanghai member countries 

and ECO, Eurasian Economic Union and Iran's neighbors, with the 

presence of senior political and economic officials, investors, Bankers, 

leaders and  economic and industry producers of the participating 

countries will be organized and during that period, trade, economic, 

technical, scientific and web-building meetings will be held to sign great 

export contracts. 

Iran Scocoex should be held in Tehran, accentuating the full support of 

all “the 13th Iranian government, including ministries, organizations, 

institutions, companies." 



 

Iran Scocoex Exhibition Commodity Group 

 

Oil, gas and petrochemical, banks and investment and insurance 

companies, Agricultura,food industries, mining and steel, copper and 

aluminum, automobiles and parts, knowledge-based and digital 

companies, buildings, transportation, tunnels and roads, Carpets and 

handicrafts, engineering and construction technical services, water and 

electricity, machine building, cement and stone, home appliances, 

computers and electronics, cyber, pharmaceutical and medical artificial 

intelligence, detergents and chemicals, furniture, clothing, safety 

industries, gold And jewelry and etc. 

 

26 Target countries in Iran Scocoex 

Iran 

China 

Russia 

Kazakhstan 

Kyrgyzstan 

Tajikistan 

Pakistan 

India 

Uzbekistan 

Mongolia 



Belarus 

Afghanistan 

Turkey 

Azerbaijan 

Armenia 

Nepal 

Cambodia 

Sri Lanka 

Iraq 

Qatar 

Oman 

Bahrain 

Saudi Arabia 

Kuwait 

Emirates 

Turkmenistan 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Iran's target countries at Iran Scocoex 

 

Row
s 

Permanen
t 
Members 

Observers Dialogue 
Partners 

Iran’s 
Neighbors ( 
not 
organizatio
n members) 

Members 
States of 
ECO 

1. Iran Mongolia Turkey Iraq Iran 

2. China Belarus Azerbaija
n 

Qatar Tajikistan 

3. Russia Afghanista
n 

Armenia Oman Turkmenista
n 

4. Kazakhsta
n 
 

 Nepal Bahrain Turkey 

5. Kyrgyzsta
n 
 

 Cambodi
a 

Saudi Arabia 
 

Uzbekistan 

6. Tajikistan 
 

 Sri Lanka Kuwait Afghanistan 

7. Pakistan   Emirate Azerbaijan 

8. India   Turkmenista
n 
 

Kazakhstan 

9. Uzbekista
n 

   Pakistan 

 

 

 

 



A market as large as half of the world's population 

Population index 

The population index of each country is one of the most crucial 

components in assessing the market of that country. The population 

statistics of the countries invited to the event are mentioned below.  

 

 China is about 1 billion 412 million people 

 Russia about 146 million and 32 thousand people 

 Kazakhstan about 18 million 755 thousand people 

 Kyrgyzstan about 6 million 523 thousand people 

 Tajikistan 9 million 538 thousand people  

 Uzbekistan about 34 million 23 thousand people 

 India has over one billion 38 million people 

 Pakistan about 220 million and 900 thousand people 

 Iran has about 83 million and 99 thousand people 

 Afghanistan (observer) approximately 38 million and 93 thousand 

people 

 Belarus (observer) about 9 million 399 thousand people 

 Mongolia (observer) approximately 3 million 278 thousand people 

 Armenia about 2 million 963 thousand people 

 Azerbaijan is about 10 million and 110 thousand people 

 Cambodia has about 16 million 720 thousand people 

 Nepal about 29 million and 140 thousand people 

 Turkey about 84 million and 340 thousand people 

 Seri Lanka approximately 21 million and 920 thousand people 

 Turkmenistan approximately 6 million 31 thousand people 

 Iraq is about 40 million and 22 thousand people 

 The UAE has about 9 million 89 thousand people 

 Bahrain approximately one million and 702 thousand people 



 Saudi Arabia is about 34 million and 81 thousand people 

 Oman, about 5 million 107 thousand people 

 Qatar is about 2 million and 881 thousand people 

 Kuwait about 4 million 271 thousand people 

 

IRAN SCOCOEX is an international and leading event in the 

development of the markets of the member countries of the SCO-ECO 

organization and Iran 

 

IRAN SCOCOEX 

This international event should not be missed. In this event, you will 

experience all the challenges and opportunities of business, technology, 

investment, joint ventures, marketing, quality and method of 

communication and customer-oriented conversations. 

Legal partners in the direction of sustainable development of 

communications, financial relations, customs, transportation, banking 

and insurance, international standards, etc. will be learned in a new way 

in this event and will be reviewed based on appropriateness and 

changes. 

At IRAN SCOCOEX you will meet a new community of customers and 

communication content from more than 26 countries. 26 countries are 

going to participate as key participants to introduce their capabilities, 

products, and services, and European countries, Latin America, Africa will 

be present as visitors with representatives from the economic, industrial 

and commercial sectors of these countries.  

IRAN SCOCOEX is a combination of two opportunity-building and 

opportunity-seizing strategies for building or expanding trading ties 



between the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the ECO and Iran's 

neighbors. 

 

IRAN SCOCOEX invites the cooperation and presence of the Presidential 

Institution of the 13th Government, Ministries: Industry, Mines and 

Trade, Jihad Keshavarzi, Oil, Foreign Affairs, Cooperation, Labor and 

Social Welfare, Energy, Economy, Vice President for Science and 

Technology, Development of Organization Trade, Central Bank, 

Engineering and Mining Organizations, Ports and Maritime Organization, 

Ports and Shipping Organization, Aviation Organization, Railway 

Administration of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Standards and Industrial 

Research Organization, Iran Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of 

Cooperatives, Chamber of Guilds, Joint Chambers of Commerce, 

Industrial and Management Organizations, National Oil, Gas and 

Petrochemical Companies, Banks and Insurance, Automotive 

Companies, Steel and Aluminum Companies, Holdings, Food, Textile and 

Garment Companies, Chain Stores, Stores Internet, builders of business 

centers, embassies of 26 countries in Iran and Iranian embassies in these 

countries, etc. will be held. 

In this event, you will meet the leaders and business owners of 26 

countries, and in the center of these communications, you will achieve 

great success that will lead to the stability of your exports and joint 

cooperation. 

Iran Scocoex in line with the goals of sponsors and participants in setting 

up and planning an effective and operational business dialogue, 

customer recognition, contracting, order delivery, finance and banking, 

customs and insurance, standards, familiarity with business platforms, 

digital technology B2B, business strategies, identification, disruptions 



and barriers and providing effective solutions in international business 

relations will help you with great experts in everything by your side. 

 

Iran SCOCOEX 

An event with the highest world-class diplomatic and managerial 

formalities 

 

• General event information: 

 

Event Type: Conference and Exhibition 

 Date: 12 to 15 July 1401 (6-3 July 2022) 

Conference language: In the official language of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization, Russian and Chinese, and in English and the 

language of the host country (Persian). 

 

Venue: The Summit Hall for the Aftab International Conference and 

Exhibition and other international exhibition centers in Tehran, including 

the Seoul and Iran Exhibition of Industry, Mining, Agriculture, Trade, Oil, 

Gas, Petrochemical and Energy, Services, Knowledge-Based, Cyber, 

artificial intelligence, informatics and digital.  

With prediction of 10 to 24 thousand square meters of exhibition space. 

 

Target Audience: 

 IRAN SCOCOEX is the first international event for leaders, owners and 

key players and decision makers of industrial and commercial businesses 



and professionals involved in improving and developing economic 

prosperity and trade between the SCO member states. Representatives 

of these countries and Iran's neighboring countries meet once a year in 

one of the member countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

to participate in economic, industrial and scientific programs and to 

establish effective relations with colleagues, partners, customers, etc. 

IRAN SCOCOEX is an international event with the highest diplomatic and 

management ceremonies in the world class with the presence of more 

than 250 companies from the member countries of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization and more than 350 Iranian companies, with 

3,000 foreign visitors among officials and investors. Business delegations 

from 26 countries and more than 20,000 Iranian specialized visitors are 

going to take part in this great event in compliance with health protocols. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Iran's target countries at Iran Scocoex 
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Participate in conferences and exhibitions 

 

Resume-based and purposeful to create effective economic, commercial 

and industrial interactions as sponsors, participants; Visitors will be 

invited and registered from among managers, business leaders and 

officials. 

 

  General plan of Iran SCOCOEX  

 

The main general programs of this event are: 

Opening and closing ceremonies attended by senior officials, 

personalities, personalities and business leaders from 26 countries: 

• Performing 8 speeches of officials in two ceremonies 

Awarding the badge, statue and plaque of Iran SCOCOEX 

• Holding two meetings every day and a total of 8 meetings 

Conference and meeting program details will be announced to 

registrants and participants only. 

 

The areas of the meetings are: methods of joint technical and market 

cooperation, foreign investment, trade opportunities of countries, 

auctions and tenders of sellers and buyers, trade laws of the SCO 

member countries, preferential tariffs, etc. 

For more information, visit Iran Scocoex website www.iranscocoex.com 

or contact below numbers:  

WhatsApp : 09125385705 - 09101985227 Send your company name on. 

http://www.iranscocoex.com/


 

The most important advantage that this event creates for you along with 

business connections can be strengthen your position and ranking in the 

minds of the audience and benefiting meeting opportunities. Also, the 

subconscious influence of your brand on the mind of the audience in 

universal level is something that this event can provide for you and your 

business. 

 We present a progress-oriented event, based on the goals of the 

sponsors. 

 

Iran SCOCOEX 

 

Designer of proper communication relations of SCO countries and 

promoter of business communication knowledge 

  This event per se is the designer of proper international relations and 

promotes the knowledge of international business communications. The 

mission of this event is to lay the foundation for knowledge-based 

communication in the international arena for members of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization. 

The presence of prominent personalities and keynote speakers at this 

event is an opportunity to learn alongside world-class communication, 

and we can see ourselves among our great organizational peers in 25 

countries and our foreign customers in the large market of the Shanghai 

Treaty Conventions. 

 

 



IRAN SCOCOEX 

This event is a unique opportunity to highlight your services, research, 

technologies and products in potential export markets with participants 

from 26 countries. Iran Scocoex, tailored to the activities of its sponsors 

and participants, brings meetings and forums, along with complete and 

effective communication for you for 4 days and then for years virtually 

to distribute and explain information, promote your products and 

develop your business. 

Highlighting Iran Scocoex determining role in status quo, you can talk to 

potential customers and buyers face to face, and is planned by the event 

headquarters. 

Iran Scocoex designs a lasting link for the future of your business in a 

good conference and exhibition and helps you to find new clues in 

potential markets and establish deep professional and business 

relationships; increasing the communication and educational values of 

this event is a great opportunity for participants to better and more 

effectively demonstrate their business capabilities. 

The plan of the different parts of this event has been designed in such a 

way that the exhibitors will be visible to all the participants; drinks, tea, 

coffee and lunch and a place to relax in this area to reduce the operations 

and ceremonial costs of exhibitors for free with the presence of 

experienced hosts, is part of Iran Scocoex welfare services that is 

provided to all visitors and guests of each booth. 

 

 

 

 



IRAN SCOCOEX 

 

This event is a unique opportunity to highlight your services, research, 

technologies and products in potential export markets with participants 

from 26 countries. SCOCOEX fits the activities of your sponsors and 

participants, meetings and forums, along with complete and effective 

communication for you for 4 days and then for years virtually to 

distribute and explain information, promote your products and develop 

your work. The event has two exhibition sections: 

 Side exhibition on the sidelines of the conference venue in the Summit 

Hall 

 Exhibition of the main section in the center of Aftab International 

Exhibition Center 

The side exhibition will be open throughout the days of the conference 

and meetings. The design of each booth in the side exhibition space and 

the main exhibition will be applicable after the approval of Iran SCOCOEX 

headquarters according to the defined and announced instructions. The 

minimum space that can be purchased in the side exhibition of the 

conference (12 square meters) and the main exhibition in the closed 

space is 36 square meters and in the open space is 50 square meters. 

Side exhibition booths including ready-made and white system walls and 

inserting the name, logo and trademarks of the company on the booth, 

lighting and access to electricity (if necessary), inserting and registering 

each company in the list of participants in the event with their logo In 

the entrance banners of the hall and the link panel on the event website; 

For every 12 meters, a table and two chairs with two tickets have been 

prepared for lunch. Exhibition signs for exhibitors in these cases are 

designed with a specific and impersonal design. Exhibitors in this section 



are not allowed to access scientific meetings, opening and closing 

ceremonies and event meetings. Booths are not to be less than 36 square 

meters. 

 

IRAN SCOCOEX is a leading, creative and innovative event for the 

development of communications, trade and more exports 

 

Aftab Pishraft Sanat Co., the Exhibitor of the event 

 

We have a lot to mention in our CV. From publishing more than 20 

comprehensive journals, books and holding more than 10 conferences, 

exhibitions in the various fields of management, economics, marketing, 

automation, oil , gas and petrochemicals, food industry, bags , shoes, 

construction and etc. that were previously only a dream for many And 

later on actualized as achieved goals that enabled us to be proud of 

managing group projects. 

Aftab Pishraft Sanat Company (Limited Liability) with national ID of 

10101847288 was registered as the Derakhteh Aftab Andisheh Company 

on 5/7/1998 with the registration number of 141723 and was renamed 

in 1989. Since then, this company actively manages various scientific, 

managerial and commercial events. 

 

Aftab Pishraft Sanat Company with national ID 10101847288 has a bright 

record in diverse fields such as media, education, advertising, publishing, 

production, consulting in the field of branding, marketing, export, 

holding MBA and DBA courses. 

 



Our Vision: 

 Holding spectacularly great World-class international events and taking 

part in developed countries to create and seize investment 

opportunities, boosting export opportunities and playing a consulting 

and managerial role in international trade processes. 

Aftab Pishraft Sanat Company is committed to developing country's 

exports: 

 

Based on the knowledge and experience of its founders and eminent 

professors, it aids and guides organizations in developing exports from 

training to implementation. Studying the target market, marketing 

research, and conducting international business negotiations regarding 

trade law and compliance are other activities of this Knowledge Center. 

Profitable and valuable exports with the least risk depends on having 

knowledge and experience is crucially significant, sometimes with the 

lack of attention of managers in terms of training and consulting leads to 

Irrecoverable losses. 

In line with the belief that having constant presence in the export market 

is a national and international commitment, the IRAN SCOCOEX event is 

intended to be held periodically in the 18 plus 8 countries and embark 

laying the groundwork for sustainable export development. 

 

Executive record 

 

Holding fifteen scientific, economic and commercial events, exhibitions 

and holding educational and scientific courses in the field of 

management for more than ten consecutive years so far 



Publication management of dozens of publications: including Karafarin, 

Karafarinan, Home Appliance Industry, Petroite, Petro Persian, Shoe 

Industry, Setsa, Smart Industry, Management, Strategic Marketing, etc.  

Fourteen years and Andy has collaborated with more than ten 

organizations. Industrial and trade union of the country in parallel with 

the publication of more than eleven years of deadlines for organizations 

along with ten years of publishing information books for the reference 

of Iran's industrial scouts and a large book in Persian and English and 

publishing several books authored and translated individually and in 

groups Management, marketing, export and etc. 

Designer and founder 

 

Aftab Pishraft Sanat Company (Managing Director and Member of the 

Board) 

International Journal of Strategic Marketing (Licensee and Managing 

Director) 

Hawstein Management, Business and Finance Training Center (Licensee 

and Manager) 

Knowledge Training and Consulting Center - WMD COLLEGE WMD 

COLLEGE Center for Women Management and Leadership - Iran 

Professor Association - CES Export Studies Center - Prometership Center 

for Business Leadership in World Class IRAPRO IRAPRO - National 

Conference on Top Management , E FOR E Congress - National Festivals: 

Cup of Excellence, Brand Ethics, Good Food for All - Ampex, Volkspo 

Exhibitions - Creator of collections in the field of furniture, clothing and 

footwear - Several organizations; Iranian Knowledge Women Association 

(Origin) , Petroleum Media Association, Elite Foundation for Industry 

Progress, Petroleum and Energy Public Relations Association 



 

Expertise 

Designer of innovative strategies and goals for organizations, consulting 

and coaching in economic and political fields, creation of new content 

and concepts in, marketing, management and branding, crisis 

management, opportunities for the organization, sales and export 

development, improvement and expansion Complex business 

management, event making, media and publishing management, 

strategic theorist and has strategic theories in micro and macro levels 

 

Areas: 

World Class Management, Theories in Economics, Banking, Currency and 

Money, Population, Climate, Security of Political Economy, Diplomatic 

teams, smart city, city of faith, future city, etc. 

 

Proposed areas covered of the conference 

 

 A bright future for the development of SCO cooperation in member 

countries 

 Joint cooperation and investment in the development of oil and 

energy projects 

 Challenges and strategies for developing mutual economic 

cooperation 

 Technological and industrial collaboration in various fields: food 

industry, medicine, 

 Automobiles, steel, buildings, knowledge-based companies, 

artificial intelligence, IT, etc. 



 Digital technologies and biotechnology 

 Development the role of the private sector and establish a joint 

private parliament in the SCO 

 Development of Supporting and Supporting Sub-Organizations 

(Associations and Joint Specialized Organizations) 

 Banking and monetary cooperation, creating a single currency 

 Industrial development and dynamization of common markets in 

SCO countries 

 Social responsibilities and the development of public welfare 

 Ensuring food security, health development 

 Participation of the private sector of SCO countries in the design of 

a one-belt road (Silk Road) 

 Development of tourism and cultural and artistic cooperation 

 Introducing development projects of SCO member countries for 

joint cooperation 

Iran SCOCOEX Olympics on Industry and Trade 

 

The headquarters of this event and its permanent secretariat are in 

Tehran. This event can be held annually in a member state of the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization and will be determined as an 

Olympics based on the countries ready to hold the event. And the 

determination of the host countries among the applicants is determined 

based on the lottery so that the next places of the event and the next 

host country are determined. 

The policy council of this event is determined according to the local 

venue and is determined by the officials and experts of the same country 

with the cooperation and consultation of the Executive Secretary and the 

Secretary General of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and 

the Iranian Secretary General of the event. If a country is not ready to 



hold this event every year, this event can be held in Tehran. In the 

exhibition section of this event, interested companies from each 

member country, neighbors of the host country and SCO dialogue 

partners can register individually or under a pavilion from their own 

country. To sponsor this event, any company that is not in conflict with 

the interests of the SCO members and the host country can apply for 

review if approved by the Policy Council. 

 

Exhibition booths are given only to permanent members, observers and 

SCO dialogue partners, ECO members and Iran's neighbors. 

Any professional or manager from anywhere in the world can register to 

attend the opening and closing ceremonies, provided that it is not in 

conflict with the interests of the SCO members and the host country and 

approved by the Policy Council. 

Opening and closing keynote speakers can only be from presidents, 

prime ministers and ministers of permanent members or local host 

officials or special guests approved by the SCO's Policy Council and 

Executive Secretary. 

Event expenses and special guests and speakers and travel expenses, 

ceremonies and accommodation are the responsibility of the event 

organizers in the host country from the place of registration, booth 

transfer, sponsorship and publications. 

The security of the speakers, guests, and participants is the responsibility 

of the event security unit under the supervision of the host country. Iran 

Sccoex Conference and Exhibition will be held in order to introduce the 

potential of Iran's non-oil export services and goods as a tool and path 

to achieve the country's export goals. Therefore, the organizers of this 

event believe that the development of Iran's non-oil trade with the 



member countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization is possible 

with scientific and diplomatic solutions. We want purposeful knowledge, 

collective wisdom and planning for providing 100% of the country's 

export targets for each of the target markets among SCO members, ECO 

and neighbors. 

 

In this regard, specialized committees will be formed in relation to each 

country with more than 10 expert pre-meetings and for each country 

with international expert teams, Iranian manufacturers and brands to 

study, assess the needs, talents and potential of each country for trade 

and economic relations with We will pay Iran to lay the groundwork for 

a result-oriented event. We will purposefully select and invite the 

participants of this event from among the producers, investors, buyers 

and traders of each country. 

 

How to select speakers, participants and sponsors of the event 

The political speakers of the event will be selected from among the 

highest officials and personalities of the host country (2 people) and 

based on economic diplomacy of each host country from the officials of 

26 countries (2 people) from among the scientific personalities and 

business leaders. Receipts from the host country and the countries 

present at the event will be selected at the discretion of the Policy 

Council and the Permanent Secretariat of 8 people. 

Application form for submitting an article on the subject that the event 

focuses on 

Please read and complete this form carefully to expedite and facilitate 

the relevant matters and submit it to the event headquarters along with 

the required documents. 



Real and legal status (person, manager, researcher, brand owner, 

investor, specialist) and academic status ("formal-contractual-

experimental" faculty, university, college, college, student, * full-time - 

part-time professor) Enter and also if there are several articles, please 

enter the titles and type of article in the table or appendix of the form. 

 

Required documents 

Article or articles’ abstract: Article abstract should be in academic 

format and electronically and word software should be used. 

Abstract of the Articles should be sent through office automation and 

also via e-mail to the e-mail address of the event headquarters. 

Acceptance of the article: Acceptance of the article should be in the 

name of the author of the article and should be accepted as an article 

and how it should be presented, should be mentioned. 

Completed application form for the event 

Sending records about academic records, academic rank, managerial 

positions, executive records, attending conferences, publishing books, 

publishing articles in domestic and foreign scientific journals and 

networks, etc. 

 

 Axes and deadlines 

 

Submit articles: February 19th, 2022 

Sending a proposal to hold a workshop: March 1st, 2022 

Announcement of acceptance or rejection of the article up to: April 9th, 2022 



Register and send the final version of the articles up to: May 20th   , 2022 

Deadline for registration in workshops: MAY 31sT, 2022 

 

Scientific fields of the conference 

 Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and Economic Cooperation of Member 

States (Challenges, Barriers, Opportunities and Threats, etc.) 

Banking and currency in SCO in sanctions and post-sanctions 

 

A Belt - A Road (Silk Road) and the Role of Iran 

SCO, Security and Development of Political, Economic and Cultural Capacities 

SCO, Iran's export targets 

Intelligent systems and networks in SCO members 

Mutual agreements, common markets in SCO 

Or presenting papers on conference topics 

 

Conference registration fee, meetings, visits 

Iran SCOCOEX 

Designer of proper communications relations of SCO countries and promoter of 

business communication knowledge 

 

The event per se is the designer of sound international communications relations 

and the promoter of international business communication knowledge. 

The mission of this event is to lay the foundation for knowledge-based 

communication in the international arena for members of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization. 



The presence of prominent personalities and keynote speakers at this event is an 

opportunity to learn alongside world-class communication. And we can see 

ourselves in the company of our greats and peers in 25 countries and our foreign 

customers in the big market of Shanghai. 

The cost of attending this event for managers, professionals and business owners 

is as follows: 

Participants in the opening and closing ceremonies can visit the exhibition for free, 

and entertain receptions (snacks) and lunch on the day of the event are responsible 

for the event. But they cannot attend the meeting without registering. 

Meetings: Any person or organization can participate in one or all of the sessions 

based on interest and need. The cost of each meeting is 50 million Rials for each 

individual  

Participants in the meetings can visit the exhibition for free, and their receptions 

(snacks) and lunch on the day of the meeting are responsible for the event. But 

they cannot attend the opening and closing ceremonies without registering. 

 

 

 

ROW 

Scocoex Iran 

Conference and 

 Exhibition
Event include: 

And is a period 

with: 

 

1 MEETINGS B2B 

2 MEETINGS G2G 

 
3 Educational Workshops 

4 Professional Panels 

5 Forums 

6 private and  Specialized

meetings meetings 
7 Introduction of national & international 

projects 
 

 



Visitor: 

 Each person from any organization during registration can receive registration and visit ticket 

based on the day or days of their choice, which can only visit the exhibition section and be a 

public reception, and the cost of lunch reception is the responsibility of the event. 

During the exhibition, photographers and videographers of the event can provide up to 10 

minutes of professional photography and film services at the request of each individual, and the 

cost of these ten minutes without editing is 50 million Rials. 

The information of the company and each participant and visitor in each section will be included 

in the e-book of the event (PDF). 

In this event, catering, lunch and any snacks with a variety of drinks are the responsibility of the 

event. 

 

Cost of flight, Accommodation and Transfer 

All transfer costs from the airport to Roxana Hotel (Former Notel, next to Imam Khomeini 

International Airport), hotel to exhibitions and conferences, and city and leisure visits for foreign 

guests and companies are the responsibility of the organizer and on all days of the reception 

event. From lunch, all kinds of drinks are the responsibility of the barber during the exhibition 

hours 

For foreigners, the cost of the hotel is calculated with a 40% discount at the price of Rials, and 

the hotel is selected and the reservation is made by the organizer. 

For heads of state; Chambers of Commerce and Associations, the cost of the flight is also among 

the responsibilities of Iran Scocoex. 

 

Exhibition and expenses section 

IRAN SCOCOEX 

This event is a unique opportunity to highlight your services, research, technologies and products 

in potential export markets with participants from 26 countries. In accordance with the nature 

of activity of its sponsors and participants, Iran Scocoex provides complete and effective 

communication for you for 4 days and then for years, virtually to distribute and explain 

information, promote your products and develop your work. . 

In Loyalty and Support for Iran Scocoex, you can talk to potential customers and buyers face to 

face, and is planned by the event headquarters. Iran Scocoex designs a lasting link for the future 

of your business in a good conference and exhibition and helps you to find new clues in potential 



markets and create deep professional and business relationships. Increase the communication 

and educational values of this event for Attendees are a great opportunity to showcase their 

business capabilities better and more effectively. 

The plan of the different parts of this event is designed in such a way that the exhibitors are 

exposed to all the participants. Drinks, tea, coffee and lunch and a place to relax in this area to 

reduce the operations and ceremonial costs of exhibitors for free with the presence of 

experienced hosts. It is presented to all visitors and exhibitors. 

 

This event has two exhibition sections: 

  Side exhibition on the sidelines of the conference venue in the Summit Hall 

  Exhibition of the main section in the Exhibition Center of Iran Exhibition 

The side exhibition will be open throughout the days of the conference and meetings. The design 

of each booth in the space of the side exhibition and the main exhibition will be applicable after 

the approval of Iran Scocoex headquarters according to the defined and announced instructions. 

The minimum space that can be purchased in the side exhibition of the conference (12 square 

meters) and the main exhibition in the closed space is 36 square meters and in the open space is 

50 square meters. 

Side exhibition booths including ready-made and white system walls for inserting company name 

and trademarks on the booth, lighting and access to electricity (if necessary), listing inclusion in 

the list of participants in the event 

With the logo of the company in the entrance banners of the hall and the link on the event 

website. One table and two chairs for every 12 meters with two tickets for lunch is considered. 

Exhibition signs for exhibitors in these cases are designed with a specific and impersonal design. 

Exhibitors in this section are not allowed to access scientific meetings, opening and closing 

ceremonies and event meetings. Booths are not allowed for booths less than 36 square meters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tariffs for presence and participation in Iran Scocoex 

 

Rows  Subject Price ( Rials) 

1 Visitor 30000000  

2 Participation in opening 
conference 

70000000 

3 Participation in the 
closing conference 

60000000 

4 Participation in Business 
Meetings 

50000000 

 

 

Rows  Subject Price ( 
)Rials 

1 Conference side exhibition booth (  Summit Hall )  70 - 50 

 Millions 

2 Main Indoor exhibition Booth ( Aftab City Exhibition Center )  55 - 30

Millions 

3 Main Outdoor exhibition Booth   15

millions 
 

The booths are divided into grades A B C D E based on the location and level of participation. In 

the main exhibition, the minimum order is 36 square meters 

 

Booths from A to E The summit hall 

E          30 Millions  C         50 Millions 

D         35  Million  B         60 Millions 

C         40 Millions  A          70 Millions 

B         50 Millions  

A         55 Millions  
 

 

 

 

 



Booth construction cost 

 

The cost of building the booth is the responsibility of the participant and depends on the type of 

design and area of the booth, and if the organizer booth is used to support foreign companies 

present at the event, 20% of the cost will be paid by the organizer. 

 

Services provided by registrants to visit the exhibition 

 

Inserting company Information in the book and site database section 
(advertisement) 

Full reception and lunch during the exhibition 

Possibility of participation in one of four specialized workshop and 

panels 
Export training  package and familiarity with  the  market of  26 

counties  
 

 

Iran SCOCOEX 

Iran SCOCOEX Sponsorship tariff 

 

The main sponsor 
 

25 billion  Tomans 

Titanium sponsor 
 

15 billion  Tomans 

Diamond sponsor 
 

10 billion  Tomans 

Platinum sponsor 
 

6 billion    Tomans 

Golden sponsor 
 
 

4 billion    Tomans 

Silver sponsor 2 billion    Tomans 

 

For information about the conditions of participation and attendance at the event and 

sponsorship and receive registration forms: 



www.iranscocoex.com or contact the experts of the event headquarters and the event 

secretariat. 

Costs and occasional sponsorship services 

 

 Officials' gifts of 12 billion Tomans 

 Lunch (every day) 5 billion Tomans 

 Face masks 1 billion Tomans 

 Conference preview 3 billion Tomans 

 Exhibition program and guide 1 billion Tomans 

 Conference registration forms 1 billion Tomans 

 Signs of the exhibition entrances 2 billion Tomans 

 Exhibition banners 2 billion Tomans 

 Forums 2 billion Tomans 

 Symbol mobile application 1 billion Tomans 

 Tight straps 500 million Tomans 

 Wi-Fi 1 billion Tomans 

 Visitors' bags 1 billion Tomans 

 Bottled water and glasses of the closing ceremony and meetings 600 million 

Tomans 

 Hand sanitizer stations 2 billion Tomans 

 Location map (sign - you are here) 500 million Tomans 

 Writers' Hall 300 million Tomans 

 Mobile charging stations 1 billion Tomans 

 Rest and beverage stations, coffee and ... (daily) 500 million Tomans 

 Short programs and general program of the event 300 million Tomans 



 Conference Proceedings (Coupon Card) 200 million Tomans 

 Route graphics in each floor (in each hall) 400 million Tomans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application form 
After completing each application form, please email it to 
IRANSCOCOEX@GMAIL.COM. 



Applicant Profile Form 

Completion Date: ................................... 

Signature: ........................................... 

 
Applicant information 
 

 
Description 

 
Company Name 

 

 
Registration number and date 
 

 

National ID of the company  

 
12-digit economic code 

 

Name of the CEO  

 
CEO Mobile  
 

 

Address of the company  

 
Telephone 

 

Fax  

 
Postal code 
 

 

Website Address  

 
Email 
 

 

Products and services  

 
Full name Representative 

 

Telephone number  

 
Fixed number 

 

Product brands  

 
Trademark registration number and date 
 

 

Other notable points  & descriptions  

 

 



 

Event contract 

Iran SCOCOEX 

First Party   

 

  Mr. ................................ Secretary General of Iran SCOCOEX IRAN 

SCOCOEX and CEO of Aftab Pishraft Sanat Co. 

With the address:................................... ............ ... 

............................................... .................................................. . 

Phone: ............................ Fax: .................. ......... Email: 

.............................. (In this contract the organizer or the first party ) 

 

Second party 

  

Dear Mr. ............................................. Director. 

................................................  Along: .............................. 

Address: ................................................ 

.................................................. ........ 

Phone: ................................. Fax: ............. ..................   email: 

.............................. (In this contract, the sponsor or the second party) 

 

Subject  



Participation and presence in Iran Scocoex as: Visitor of the opening conference of the 

closing conference, renting a booth by area and level (A - B - C - D - E) or sponsor in the 

form of mutual material and spiritual support of each other in line with common goals 

And the provision of surface support services (titanium - platinum diamond - gold) as 

described in the services held at the conference and exhibition of Iran SCOCOEX in Tehran 

(SCOCUAX IRAN SCOCOEX) which is attached to the contract and is provided by the first 

party to the second party. 

 

Period  

 

From ....... / ........ / 2022 to. ....... / ........ / 2022 

  

Commitments 

 

 

Second Party 

 

 The second party in relation to the type of order is obliged to pay the amount 

of ........................... Rials (in letters: ..... ............................... Rials) is based on 

invoice and invoice. 

 

Other conditions 

 The amount of the order by the second party in cash for the first party by depositing to 

the account number ......., branch ........, code ........, in the name of Aftab Pishraft Company 

Industry or check is paid for Aftab Pishraft Sanat Company (event organizer). 

 



Any change in the time of the event does not exempt the parties from fulfilling their 

obligations and if the event is not held for any reason, 60% of the funds received will be 

returned to the other party. 

The costs of designing and executing any kind of advertising work for use in the event are 

the responsibility of the second party, and if they are done by the first party, the costs will 

be calculated separately and by agreement. 

 The nature of the contract is based on the honesty and trust of the parties and in case of 

any dispute and interpretation in the contract, the arbitrator's decision is binding or the 

competent court. 

 The contract has been approved and signed by the parties in two copies, each of which 

has a single sentence. 

 

 

Name and signature of the first party 

 

 

 

 Name and signature of the second party 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Why Shahreh Aftab? 

 

To choose the venue of the exhibition, the positive and important benefits 

of the Shahreh Aftab exhibition have been examined by experts, which are as 

follows: 

Easy and traffic-free access: The right location and convenient access to 

Shahreh Aftab from anywhere in Tehran, you can access the exhibition 

without traffic load. 

 

Location: One of the advantages and features of the exhibition location 

is the proximity to Imam Khomeini International Airport, the possibility 

of connecting to the metro and railway lines of Tehran, the proximity to 

the holy shrine of Imam Khomeini and access to national axes such as the 

highway of Tehran - Qom and Tehran - Saveh  

Suitable green space: Shahreh Aftab with a green space of 40 hectares is one 

of the greenest exhibitions in the country. 

Standard Exhibition Halls: Being in a row and interconnected by three 

exhibition halls, which have both very good lighting and a very suitable 

height, and most importantly, there was no column in the halls, which is 

one of the problems of exhibitors and booth construction teams in other 

exhibition halls.  

Other positive features of Shahreh Aftab Exhibition that create a sense of 

calm in the audience are as follows: 

No traffic restrictions for the transfer of equipment and machinery. 

 



Ease of unloading and loading at the exhibition site according to the 

facilities of the halls. 

Easy access of visitors from other cities to the exhibition complex of 

Shahreh Aftab through the Persian Gulf, Azadegan and Shahid Tondgooyan 

highways 

Existence of a dedicated Subway station 

Existence of several parking lots in the exhibition 

Having up-to-date architecture and access to restaurant facilities, 

welfare, etc. without the need to leave the hall and having an up-to-date 

ventilation system for heating, cooling and exhaust 

Non-traffic of non-specialists and prevention of wasting the exhibitor's 

time and increasing the security of the venue 

Introduction to Tehran Summit Hall Conference Venue and Iran 

Scocoex Side Exhibition 

 

The International Conference Center of the Islamic Republic of Iran, also 

known as the "Summit Hall", is the conference center in the north of 

Tehran. The building of the International Conference Center was built on 

the northern side of the Tehran International Exhibition Center, located 

on the Chamran Highway, with a base of about 24,500 square meters, in 

an area of about 100,000 square meters, in order to hold a summit of 

Islamic countries. The dome of the building is conical and has a metal 

frame and its roof is sandwich panel and its height from the floor is 36 

meters. In addition to the main and equipped hall, other parts are: two 

multi-purpose halls with an area of 300 square meters, prayer hall and 

ablution area with an area of 100 square meters, two luxurious halls with 

an area of 2300 square meters, two special halls for rest and waiting for 



heads of state. 400 square meters, four conference halls with an area of 

300 square meters with wide screens (video), the roof plate which is part 

of the complex space and overlooks the Alborz Mountains from the 

north, office space with an area of 1850 square meters located in the 

four corners of the roof. Its interior design includes bedding, plastering, 

shelving, beautiful and simple niches and inspired by the ancient 

traditional architecture of Iran, which is decorated with handicrafts. 

Specifications of halls Capacity in the main hall: 1800 people Capacity in 

two conference halls 300 square meters: 500 people Capacity in two U-

shaped halls 300 square meters: 360 people Main hall facilities: 

Simultaneous translation system Accommodation of representatives 

Oral translation system Select language channel Loudspeakers Group of 

high-speed camera system three large cameras; Specifications of sub-

halls:  

Two 300-square-meter conference halls have the ability to hold small 

and simultaneous meetings with a capacity of 500 people by combining 

a simultaneous translation system or wireless microphones. 

 


